
9:00 AM -  Molly Fargotstein 10:00 AM -  Tonia McArthur

why tags instead of lists? I 
know that I'll get billed 
more if I have duplicates -  
trying to use mc as CRM as 
a recruitment database -  
see when they were last 
contacted to see if they are 
safe to contact again

Uses MC to recruit for UX 
researchers -  does a data pull for 
right participants from a csv file -  
imports users into mc for the 
data pull into one list -  tags bulk 
recruit import according to what 
the interview was for -  if double 
tagged she can tell this is 
someone she doesn't want to 
contact again

other 
challenges 
with 
tagging?

Used to create 
brand new lists to 
segment -  now tags 
and untags people 
to get out the right 
communication

In network 
marketing industry -  
runs a winery -  uses 
mailchimp for that 
company as well

learned about 
tagging from 
email -  has 
been using a 
few weeks

3:00 PM -  Alan Chen

Has 2 lists -  first 
list is for everyone 
-  second list is for 
students from his 
class

writes a blog for 
personal finance 
and retirement -  
for friends family 
and students

when he 
imported list for 
students -  had 
to manually tag 
them

4:00 PM -  Eleanor Stainsby

Sent an email 
campaign about 
her pop- up store 
and had a good 
conversion rate

Pottery business 
that uses MC to 
communicate 
with customers

Spent a lot of 
time cleaning up 
Gmail contacts 
in Excel before 
importing

12:30 PM -  Brendan O'keefe

Plan on 
targeting 
campers and 
hunters in the 
near future

Works at a 
green energy 
company 
called 
WaterLily

4 different 
email 
audiences:

Hesitant to use tags, used google 
sheets before which was horrible 
-  heard about tags from 
marketing -  thought this could be 
a way to capture quick views of 
mc users they're recruiting -  
could do her own data pulls in 
mailchimp by filtering with tags - 

Second way she uses mc is for 
newsletter -  has a separate list 
for this -  sign- ups for newsletter -  
relies on tagging to know who to 
send to -  builds segment based 
on tag that has not had emails 
sent to recently -  helps her 
double check that she's not 
double recruiting

she has two 
list -  she share 
an account 
with several 
other lists

running in to issues 
with tags being static -  
could have tagged a 
loyal customer -  then a 
year later they might 
not be loyal anymore

Creates or adds 
tags on import -  
says they are date 
specific so she has 
to re- tag every 
time

to add people she 
imports contacts -  
typically imports 
csv -  gets csv from 
data pull -  outside 
of mc

knowing to tag 
evergreen 
would be 
helpful to 
know up front

when tagging came out there 
was no onboarding so she didn't 
understand difference between 
tags and segments -  adding 
dates helps to give her 
confidence that she's reaching 
out to the right people -  
importing for different projects 
at the same time so she has to 
be sure

adds tags on 
import -  puts 
dates in tag 
name so she 
knows when

Not confident in 
who has multiple 
tags so leans on 
building segments

checks to make 
sure tag is there 
by going to 
contact table 
and filtering

impressions of top tags 
-  assuming this means 
tags that have most 
contacts associated -  
description should 
explain tags -  not how 
to use tags - 

wants to know 
when people have 
been contacted -  
when they've 
been uploaded

sends to tags 
she builds 
within the 
same day

likes ability to send 
to tags from here -  
but would only use 
if she could go to 
emails she's already 
drafted - 

when sending from 
contact table or outside 
of campaigns -  wants to 
be able to use 
duplicate or draft -  not 
just start something 
new

when sending campaign -  
chooses her list -  then 
chooses group or segment 
-  makes the tag she made a 
condidition -  then adds 
other conditions -  wishes 
segments could be 
templatized (is this a saved 
segment?)

wants to be able 
to pick top tags -  
largest group isn't 
going to be the 
one she's 
emailing the most

uses segments 
because she has no 
way who has been 
tagged multiple 
times without going 
into contact profiles 
individually

need ability to modify 
tags -  can people be in 
multiple tags -  will the 
same person be 
contacted twice? 
doesn't help you filter 
out for htis

clicking into 
tag thinks 
you would be 
able to send

Likes the descriptor of top 
tags on the modal -  helps 
her know where she is -  
using the segment copy 
throws her off -  not sure 
difference between tag and 
segment

top tags are not 
helpful -  her sends 
aren't based on 
number of tagged 
contacts -  its more 
about how often 
she's sending

Network Marketing has 
different teams -  4 to 5 
different teams she has to 
reach out to -  has those 
teams tagged separately -  
within those groups have 
different types of people so 
tags people into different 
teams

sends weekly 
newsletters to 
personal team and 
two monthly 
newsletters to wine 
club at winery

learned how 
to use 
through trial 
and error

also tags based on 
needs, wants, or what 
products they use or 
what type of support 
they like -  some might 
like videos more than a 
blog etc...

large audience with 
winery -  more niche 
market with 
personal business -  
uses MC differently 
for each

challenges with 
organization? no 
challenges now 
that she uses tags 
-  everything is so 
much easier

why transition from lists to 
tags? lists are harder to 
organize, tags are easier to 
organize -  uses tags like 
segments -  before was 
transferring people 
between lists which was a 
lot harder than just tagging

audience set up? just 
started using tags recently -  
likes them for her business 
because its not all the time 
she needs to reach out to 
everyone -  so its helpful to 
reach out to these 
segments

to create a tag she 
goes to an active list 
-  looks at individual 
contacts -  then tags 
contact profiles -  its 
super easy to add 
and remove tags

Have you ever 
combined lists 
in mailchimp? I 
have not

tag was intimidating 
at first -  thought it 
was related to social 
media -  then had to 
figure out what was 
there and realized it 
was there to help

Not subscribed 
would people that 
unsubscribed? 
What is that 
exactly?

More lists in 
beginning before 
tags, how did you 
consolidate? 
Manually added 
people back in

use cases for tags? labels 
different members -  wants 
to streamline to make sure 
people get the info they 
want/need not spammed 
with unnecessary 
information

I like that you can 
see top locations -  
international 
company so neat 
to see where 
everyone is from

Initial thoughts on beta? 
Really likes knowing where 
her contacts came from, 
manually adds a lot, but 
also uses landing page -  
would be helpful to know 
where people are coming 
from - 

Not using tags for 
wine audience 
(larger) has two lists 
for people to sign up 
for newsletter -  no 
need for tags yet

Likes to see how many people 
are engaged in the content -  
would want to click into the 
rarely and have it show her list of 
who isn't opening -  would likely 
see if those are people she 
knows and would try to reach 
out to them on a different 
platform - 

Likes top tags -  only has 5 
tags now, but will be 
helpful in the future when 
she has thousands of 
people and all kinds of tags 
she needs to streamline -  
whats most popular for her 
people - 

Has not 
heard of 
segments 
or groups

rarely would encourage her to 
change things up on her end -  
how would you determine which 
other channel you would reach 
out through? if connected would 
see what platforms they are both 
on -  if not -  then likely try to 
change up content and tag lines - 

would want to know how 
engaged each of her tags 
are with her content -  
something she might be 
able to do a report on -  not 
sure if would be too much 
right here

Likes that she can see number of 
contacts within top tags -  as her 
list grows she thinks tags will 
become more filtered -  will help 
her create more specific content 
for people rather than just 
making content and seeing who 
might be interested from her list

Has saved templates 
from templates she's 
created in the past -  
hates creating new 
newsletter templates -  
would want to be able 
to use these from ao

instead of top 
tags maybe 
her most 
engaged tags

See all of her 
types of tags will 
help her know 
what type of 
content to make

Impressions 
around manage 
tags -  would be 
able to see tags 
she already uses

how would you 
reach out to one of 
your tags? would 
start a new 
campaign then try 
to figure out how 
she did before :)

Her tags are all very 
different people -  
would like to create 
something very 
specific to these 5 
groups

has not seen tags 
page -  she creates 
tags from contact 
profile -  curious 
about bulk tag 
contacts

in response to 
modal "Awesome, 
this is very helpful" 
likes the 
suggestions, likes 
that she can check 
the contacts

Is there any 
additional 
information you 
would prefer to 
see about your 
tags?

as list size grows, 
will you continue 
to individually add 
tags? no hopefully 
you'll teach me 
how to do it

Mentions video as 
her best way to 
learn -  also learns 
by just going in 
and clicking 
around

mc seems 
complicated -  but 
I've figured out 
how to make it 
work for me - 

ranking tags section: if her tags 
were specific to content she's 
creating -  then it would be 
extremely important to her -  she 
doesn't need to know number -  it 
doesn't effect how or who she 
sends to -  but she is interested in 
the types of content

since her tags are 
not currently 
organized -  tags 
section is 3 
importance because 
they don't effect her 
content

Uses MC for 
ecomm 
automations

Moved to 
Shopify for 
their 
website

Plan on 
ramping up 
abandoned 
cart 
automations

Goal: Leverage as 
many 
automations as 
possible to free 
up marketing time

Goal: As soon as 
people sign up, 
have the right 
content to send 
per segment

Running 
Facebook 
and IG ads to 
capture leads

1. Campers
2. Hunters and 
fishers
3. Off- grid living
4. Boaters

“I keep seeing 
the prompts for 
tags, but we 
haven't dove 
into that yet”

”Initially we had a 
terribly low 
conversion rate 
because we didn't 
target specific 
audiences”

Hasn't looked 
into tags at all; 
completely 
naive about it

Anything you know 
about tqags? No. We 
use INtercom, they 
have a term called 
tags. We use that for 
categorizing 
customers.

Hasn't used 
segments 
and groups

Assuming 
Mailchimp 
Tags are 
similar to 
Intercom tags.

First impression: 
This graphic, any 
sort of visual 
(referring to 
recent growth)

Any sort of 
visualization of 
where data is 
coming from is 
great for us

Top locations 
would be valuable 
since they sell to 
different markets 
during different 
seasons

Anything that's 
actionable that 
doesn't make 
me figure things 
out is good

Top tags: 
Assuming we can 
tag customers in 
our list, this would 
be really valuable

“Brand champions 
would be a 
valuable tag we 
could use” (loyal 
customers)

Empty state 
“would inspire 
me to leverage 
tags more in 
MC”

Top Tags Empty 
State "isn't telling 
me a lot" and 
“doesn't offer a lot 
of value”

“It's more visual 
and is directly 
next to another 
piece of data, 
which I find 
interesting”

What are tags? “I 
would read this 
line first. Different 
segments of my 
audience”

“Kayakers could 
be one, sailors 
could be another” 
if we wanted to 
break down our 
segments further

Tag examples: “They're 
not really relevant to 
our business, but if 
they could somehow 
be relevant to the 
business that's using 
Mailchimp…”

If there was some 
way you knew 
Waterlily is an 
ecomm business, if 
that could get pulled 
into tags, that would 
add a lot more value

If we knew the name 
of a couple of 
contacts, and that 
was used as part of 
the [tag] prompt, 
that would help me

Suggested 
showing data 
from frequently 
accessed 
contacts as tags

Contact table: 
I'd figure out 
what contacts I 
want to tag

Creating 
tag: 
Seemed 
intuitive

Didn't notice 
the Tags 
column 
initially

Would like to see 
growth of the tags 
you have there 
(past 7 days, past 
14 days) over time

Would like a 
revenue 
breakdown 
for these tags

I probably wouldn't 
care about the 
source of the tag, 
but any other 
ecomm data would 
be good

Suggestions: 
Open rate for that 
tag. The more you 
can visualize 
without having to 
go into it is best.

Slat 
expectations: I 
would expect 
to see a grid of 
my contacts

Take action 
modal: I would 
probably think I 
did something 
wrong and go 
back

Take action 
modal: I would 
probably think I 
did something 
wrong and go 
back

I could see 
myself taking 
one of these 
send actions in 
the future

Manage tags: I 
would assume 
I'd see a grid of 
all tags, who's in 
the list, etc.

Add a tag: “I assume 
it'd ask me for the 
name of the tag and 
take me to the 
contact list 
afterwards”

I'd want the 
shortcut to 
add a tag— it's 
almost like 
jotting a note

Top tags 
usefulness: 2 
out of 5 (1 
being most 
valuable)

Could we create 
tags before 
uploading 
them? That'd be 
helpful.

If there was some 
sort of case study 
or something 
about tags, that'd 
probably push us 
to using it

If there was a social 
proof example of 
how others use tags, 
that'd help me 
understand the 
value

How do you make 
sure right audience 
gets right info? Its a 
very manual process 
-  selects list he 
wants to send to

writes bi- weekly 
and uses mc to 
send out and 
analyze who 
opens and clicks

how are you using 
tags? just a way of 
separating 
audiences in the 
student list

changes his 
content 
depending on 
audience he's 
reaching out to

MC is central area for 
him to communicate 
with his users -  email is 
more trustworthy than 
social media -  
algorithm isn't going to 
effect communication

might add more 
tags if he could 
get more granular 
or have some 
automation

any challenges with 
organizing in mc? not right 
now -  maybe when he has 
more people on the list -  
can only look at so many 
emails manually before it 
becomes an issue

Organized?
Separated between 
class and anyone who 
subscribes through the 
website -  class requires 
different 
communication

would like to 
differentiate 
students on what 
their level debt or 
wealth might be

Segments or 
groups? Have not 
heard of them -  

maybe mentioned 
in email? haven't 

used them

would like to 
automatically 
tag in mc?

AO Impressions: similar to 
what he sees currently -  

seems straight forward in 
terms of info he's getting -  
see where ppl come from, 
how often they;re opening 

and where they are

have you sent 
emails to tagged 
groups? yes, sent 
follow up emails 
to students he 

has tagged

found about tags from 
a modal or from an 
email -  evident that 
tags would be useful 
because tags column 
was in contact list

"What does 
it mean by 
top tags?"

wants to be able to 
identify student college 

and class -  every 
student will have tag 

from class -  then wants 
to have a tag for where 

they came from

last time created 
tag first identified 
who he wanted 
on the tag then 
did it manually

"What is 
most used 
tags in this 
context?"

knew who to 
tag because 
they were 
coming from 
his excel files

"I think it would 
mean, or what I 
would like it to 

mean is  the 
group I contact 

the most"

"how did you 
decide on 
surfacing 

email, ad an 
postcard?"

Would like to know 
more info about the 
tags -  which are 
more 
valuable/respond 
more? just top tags 
doesn't tell me a lot

He could see 
himself send a 

campaign 
from the 

modal

If mc surfaced his 
top 3 types of email 

he sent out, that 
would be great for 
him -  having top 3 

choices for a specific 
tag would be helpful

top tags is telling me how 
many contacts are in a tag, 
which means top tags 
might mean the most 
applied tag -  but that 
doesn't mean the highest 
response rate -  that would 
be more important

Right now the three 
options in the modal 
look the same, could 

they have icons so 
he doesn't have to 

read?

expects 
modal to take 
him to build a 

campaign

has a primary 
tag then a 
secondary 
tag (to filter?)

for manage tags -  
would expect list of 
tags -  would like to 
see open rate, click 
rate, more ctas to 

edit and make 
changes - 

expects modal 
to be 

personalized -  
maybe even 

per tag

what would you 
do with top tags? 
assuming button 
would allow him 
to quickly send to 
new campaign

when on tags 
page -  wondering 
about stats/logic 

of secondary nav?

if top tags had some 
of the data he was 

looking for -  it would 
be a one -  it would 
tell him what tags 

are valuable

feels like he has 
seen the tag 
page before -  
has not created 
tags here before

add person icon 
would allow me 
to add new 
people to the 
tag

what would you 
expect to happen 
from add a tag 
under top tags? 
would expect a form 
to create a tag and 
add it to contacts

what is the value of the top 
tags info in its current 
state? 4, not telling me a 
lot, top is not very 
descriptive, most he's 
getting is seeing the 
number of contacts -  other 
than that he gets shortcuts 
to manage or add tags

Tried using 
tags a little, 
but it wasn't 
very easy to 
apply

Uses Shopify for 
online store, 
and Square for 
payment 
processing

Working 
with 1 list 
right now

Some of MC's 
existing tools 
“made it not 
necessary to 
use tags”

Has a landing 
page and an 
automated email 
when new people 
are added

Tried using 
tags to 
segment her 
first welcome 
email

Exports 
contacts from 
Gmail into 
Mailchimp

”The things I do 
with Mailchimp 
have been due 
to MC's 
prompting”

“There's more 
power in 
existing tools 
to segment 
than in tags”

“I would want to 
assign a location- 
based tag to a 
user without 
having to do it 
manually”

AO: Recent 
growth is 
useful

 “In a very basic 
way, [Top Tags] 
are saying these 
are the attributes 
you assigned to 
your list”

“It would be 
really useful to 
know how 
users came to 
me” (FB, etc.)

“If I were using 
tags, top tags 
might be 
useful”

“Top is based on 
the number of 
contacts assigned, 
not how 
frequently you 
use it”

“It would be 
useful to have 
tags based on 
sales or usage 
patterns”

“Can you set 
up an if- then 
statement to 
add tags 
automatically?”

“I'm not sure 
if Top is a 
valuable 
assessment”

“I know from email 
campaigns whether 
someone has 
opened my emails 
and visited my 
website [unlike 
tags]”

“If you can't 
automate, then 
what's the ideal 
approach to 
using tags?”

“I'm most interested 
in knowing how 
frequently I've 
touched that tag, 
not just the number 
of people 
associated”

My most applied 
tag doesn't 

necessarily mean 
my most 

valuable/engaged 
tag

Tags 
usefulness: 4/5 
out of 5 (1 
being most 
useful)

Tags page 
is what 
user 
expected

Slat expectation: 
“I'd expect to see 
my list of email 
subscribers with 
the tagged 
subset”

“I've learned a lot 
from the existing 
dashboard, and 
I've found it very, 
very useful”

User has 
never seen 
tags page 
before

What would 
you do with 
that? “I'm not 
sure what I'd 
do with that”

“Email marketing 
engagement and 
recent growth are 
helpful for me”

“If I wanted to add 
a contact to a tag, 
I'd have to go to 
my contact list 
and tag them”

Paper plane: “I 
guess I could 
email those 
contacts?”

“[If AO doesn't 
replace the 
dashboard, 
tags make 
more sense”

“Conceptually, 
using tags is a 
great idea, but it's 
kind of advanced 
Mailchimp”

Take action 
modal: “I think 
this is more useful 
than what I was 
saying would 
happen”

Uses 
segmentation 
to segment

Taking a course 
from Shopify 
called 
“Ecommerce 
email marketing”

Segments her list 
based on people 
who receive her 
emails, and 
people who are 
local

Used tags to 
denote where 
people came 
from (such as 
a house show)

“It's not clear to 
me how [tags] 
could be valuable 
beyond the in- 
person tools”

”Location is 
something 
that's useful 
[for tags]”

Described 
tagging 
contacts as a 
pretty easy 
process

With segments, 
“I could see 
what portion of 
the list got the 
last email”

There's a lot 
more power in 
how you can 
segment your 
list

“I'm not sure what 
the best tool is to 
characterize 
different facets of 
my list”

“How much 
action does 
this tag 
see?”

“[first_email] is 
never going to 
be of use to 
me again”

AO: “You can slice 
and dice your 
mailing list, and 
here's how you've 
sliced it so far”

Would you use 
this page? “[Top 
Tags] are a good 
reminder to me 
that I still do have 
tags”

“Tags might be 
useful based 
on the last 
time I used 
them”

“It might be 
even better 
to automate 
tag creation”

(Basically, 
creating tags 
based on 
criteria, like 
segmentation)

“It'd be great if I 
could go through 
my purchases and 
tag people who've 
been customers”

“There's 
something about 
[AO] that's 
missing why tags 
are useful”

“[Take action 
modal] makes 
usefulness 
more 
apparent”

I would not want my tags to 
be automatically expired -  
if tags were stripped after a 
period of dormancy I 
wouldn't use them -  too 
much work to create them

Maybe if you haven't 
used a tag in a while 
mc provides a 
reminder, "you 
haven't used this tag 
for x amount of 
time"

In MC, “The 
value of tags 
isn't clear in 
comparison to 
segmentation”

☝ BACKGROUND ☝ BACKGROUND ☝ BACKGROUND ☝ BACKGROUND ☝ BACKGROUND

uses tags in 
shopify to 
automate how 
products show 
up in my store

“I use tags 
all the time 
in Shopify”

“I use Shopify 
tags to create 
collections 
automatically”



“I would want to 
assign a location- 
based tag to a 
user without 
having to do it 
manually”

“It would be 
useful to have 
tags based on 
sales or usage 
patterns”

Take action 
modal: “I think 
this is more useful 
than what I was 
saying would 
happen”

“It might be 
even better 
to automate 
tag creation”

“It'd be great if I 
could go through 
my purchases and 
tag people who've 
been customers”

“[Take action 
modal] makes 
usefulness 
more 
apparent”

How users 
utilize tags

uses tags in 
shopify to 
automate how 
products show 
up in my store

“I use tags 
all the time 
in Shopify”

“I use Shopify 
tags to create 
collections 
automatically”

Tag 
expectations

Tags 
limitations

Top Tags 
Concept

Top Tags 
Slat & Modal Tags Page Contact 

Table

Creates or adds 
tags on import -  
says they are date 
specific so she has 
to re- tag every 
time

when tagging came out there 
was no onboarding so she didn't 
understand difference between 
tags and segments -  adding 
dates helps to give her 
confidence that she's reaching 
out to the right people -  
importing for different projects 
at the same time so she has to 
be sure

Tried using 
tags to 
segment her 
first welcome 
email

to create a tag she 
goes to an active list 
-  looks at individual 
contacts -  then tags 
contact profiles -  its 
super easy to add 
and remove tags

adds tags on 
import -  puts 
dates in tag 
name so she 
knows when

when he 
imported list for 
students -  had 
to manually tag 
them

how are you using 
tags? just a way of 
separating 
audiences in the 
student list

”Location is 
something 
that's useful 
[for tags]”

knowing to tag 
evergreen 
would be 
helpful to 
know up front

would like to 
automatically 
tag in mc?

Hasn't looked 
into tags at all; 
completely 
naive about it

Anything you know 
about tags? No. We 
use Intercom, they 
have a term called 
tags. We use that for 
categorizing 
customers.

Assuming 
Mailchimp 
Tags are 
similar to 
Intercom tags.

sends to tags 
she builds 
within the 
same day

Hesitant to use tags, used google 
sheets before which was horrible 
-  heard about tags from 
marketing -  thought this could be 
a way to capture quick views of 
mc users they're recruiting -  
could do her own data pulls in 
mailchimp by filtering with tags - 

tag was intimidating 
at first -  thought it 
was related to social 
media -  then had to 
figure out what was 
there and realized it 
was there to help

Have ideas about 
tags prior to using 

in Mailchimp

Described 
tagging 
contacts as a 
pretty easy 
process

“I keep seeing 
the prompts for 
tags, but we 
haven't dove 
into that yet”

Tried using 
tags a little, 
but it wasn't 
very easy to 
apply

Used tags to 
denote where 
people came 
from (such as 
a house show)

“It's not clear to 
me how [tags] 
could be valuable 
beyond the in- 
person tools”

last time created 
tag first identified 
who he wanted 
on the tag then 
did it manually

knew who to 
tag because 
they were 
coming from 
his excel files

running in to issues 
with tags being static -  
could have tagged a 
loyal customer -  then a 
year later they might 
not be loyal anymore

also tags based on 
needs, wants, or what 
products they use or 
what type of support 
they like -  some might 
like videos more than a 
blog etc...

Not confident in 
who has multiple 
tags so leans on 
building segments

wants to know 
when people have 
been contacted -  
when they've 
been uploaded

uses segments 
because she has no 
way who has been 
tagged multiple 
times without going 
into contact profiles 
individually

Not using tags for 
wine audience 
(larger) has two lists 
for people to sign up 
for newsletter -  no 
need for tags yet

might add more 
tags if he could 
get more granular 
or have some 
automation

use cases for tags? labels 
different members -  wants 
to streamline to make sure 
people get the info they 
want/need not spammed 
with unnecessary 
information

wants to be able to 
identify student college 

and class -  every 
student will have tag 

from class -  then wants 
to have a tag for where 

they came from

How users utilize 
segments or 

groups

Hasn't used 
segments 
and groups

Has not 
heard of 
segments 
or groups

challenges with 
organization? no 
challenges now 
that she uses tags 
-  everything is so 
much easier

when sending campaign -  
chooses her list -  then 
chooses group or segment 
-  makes the tag she made a 
condidition -  then adds 
other conditions -  wishes 
segments could be 
templatized (is this a saved 
segment?)

Segments or 
groups? Have not 
heard of them -  

maybe mentioned 
in email? haven't 

used them

have you sent 
emails to tagged 
groups? yes, sent 
follow up emails 
to students he 

has tagged

“Can you set 
up an if- then 
statement to 
add tags 
automatically?”

top tags are not 
helpful -  her sends 
aren't based on 
number of tagged 
contacts -  its more 
about how often 
she's sending

"What does 
it mean by 
top tags?"

"What is 
most used 
tags in this 
context?"

"I think it would 
mean, or what I 
would like it to 

mean is  the 
group I contact 

the most"

Top Tags 
questions

impressions of top tags 
-  assuming this means 
tags that have most 
contacts associated -  
description should 
explain tags -  not how 
to use tags - 

top tags is telling me how 
many contacts are in a tag, 
which means top tags 
might mean the most 
applied tag -  but that 
doesn't mean the highest 
response rate -  that would 
be more important

likes ability to send 
to tags from here -  
but would only use 
if she could go to 
emails she's already 
drafted - 

Top Tags 
expectations

would want to know how 
engaged each of her tags 
are with her content -  
something she might be 
able to do a report on -  not 
sure if would be too much 
right here

instead of top 
tags maybe 
her most 
engaged tags

Has saved templates 
from templates she's 
created in the past -  
hates creating new 
newsletter templates -  
would want to be able 
to use these from ao

has not seen tags 
page -  she creates 
tags from contact 
profile -  curious 
about bulk tag 
contacts

Would like a 
revenue 
breakdown 
for these tags

I probably wouldn't 
care about the 
source of the tag, 
but any other 
ecomm data would 
be good

Suggestions: 
Open rate for that 
tag. The more you 
can visualize 
without having to 
go into it is best.

See all of her 
types of tags will 
help her know 
what type of 
content to make

Her tags are all very 
different people -  
would like to create 
something very 
specific to these 5 
groups

Would like to see 
growth of the tags 
you have there 
(past 7 days, past 
14 days) over time

“If you can't 
automate, then 
what's the ideal 
approach to 
using tags?”

If there was some 
sort of case study 
or something 
about tags, that'd 
probably push us 
to using it

If there was a social 
proof example of 
how others use tags, 
that'd help me 
understand the 
value

“It would be 
really useful to 
know how 
users came to 
me” (FB, etc.)

“Can you set 
up an if- then 
statement to 
add tags 
automatically?”

“I know from email 
campaigns whether 
someone has 
opened my emails 
and visited my 
website [unlike 
tags]”

“Top is based on 
the number of 
contacts assigned, 
not how 
frequently you 
use it”

“I'm not sure 
if Top is a 
valuable 
assessment”

Would you use 
this page? “[Top 
Tags] are a good 
reminder to me 
that I still do have 
tags”

Likes the descriptor of top 
tags on the modal -  helps 
her know where she is -  
using the segment copy 
throws her off -  not sure 
difference between tag and 
segment

Tags page 
is what 
user 
expected

User has 
never seen 
tags page 
before

“If I wanted to add 
a contact to a tag, 
I'd have to go to 
my contact list 
and tag them”

“Conceptually, 
using tags is a 
great idea, but it's 
kind of advanced 
Mailchimp”

in response to 
modal "Awesome, 
this is very helpful" 
likes the 
suggestions, likes 
that she can check 
the contacts

Impressions 
around manage 
tags -  would be 
able to see tags 
she already uses

has not seen tags 
page -  she creates 
tags from contact 
profile -  curious 
about bulk tag 
contacts

Slat 
expectations: I 
would expect 
to see a grid of 
my contacts

Take action 
modal: I would 
probably think I 
did something 
wrong and go 
back

I could see 
myself taking 
one of these 
send actions in 
the future

“Tags might be 
useful based 
on the last 
time I used 
them”

Manage tags: I 
would assume 
I'd see a grid of 
all tags, who's in 
the list, etc.

Top tags 
usefulness: 2 
out of 5 (1 
being most 
valuable)

if top tags had some 
of the data he was 

looking for -  it would 
be a one -  it would 
tell him what tags 

are valuable

My most applied 
tag doesn't 

necessarily mean 
my most 

valuable/engaged 
tag

Contact table: 
I'd figure out 
what contacts I 
want to tag

Creating 
tag: 
Seemed 
intuitive

Didn't notice 
the Tags 
column 
initially

"how did you 
decide on 
surfacing 

email, ad an 
postcard?"

If mc surfaced his 
top 3 types of email 

he sent out, that 
would be great for 
him -  having top 3 

choices for a specific 
tag would be helpful

Tags 
usefulness: 4/5 
out of 5 (1 
being most 
useful)

“[If AO doesn't 
replace the 
dashboard, 
tags make 
more sense”

Would like to know 
more info about the 
tags -  which are 
more 
valuable/respond 
more? just top tags 
doesn't tell me a lot

if top tags had some 
of the data he was 

looking for -  it would 
be a one -  it would 
tell him what tags 

are valuable

what is the value of the top 
tags info in its current 
state? 4, not telling me a 
lot, top is not very 
descriptive, most he's 
getting is seeing the 
number of contacts -  other 
than that he gets shortcuts 
to manage or add tags

ranking tags section: if her tags 
were specific to content she's 
creating -  then it would be 
extremely important to her -  she 
doesn't need to know number -  it 
doesn't effect how or who she 
sends to -  but she is interested in 
the types of content

since her tags are 
not currently 
organized -  tags 
section is 3 
importance because 
they don't effect her 
content

I'd want the 
shortcut to 
add a tag— it's 
almost like 
jotting a note

Could we create 
tags before 
uploading 
them? That'd be 
helpful.

add person icon 
would allow me 
to add new 
people to the 
tag

for manage tags -  
would expect list of 
tags -  would like to 
see open rate, click 
rate, more ctas to 

edit and make 
changes - 

when on tags 
page -  wondering 
about stats/logic 

of secondary nav?

Add a tag: “I assume 
it'd ask me for the 
name of the tag and 
take me to the 
contact list 
afterwards”

Tag 
creation

Slat expectation: 
“I'd expect to see 
my list of email 
subscribers with 
the tagged 
subset”

What would 
you do with 
that? “I'm not 
sure what I'd 
do with that”

Paper plane: “I 
guess I could 
email those 
contacts?”

Right now the three 
options in the modal 
look the same, could 

they have icons so 
he doesn't have to 

read?

“There's 
something about 
[AO] that's 
missing why tags 
are useful”
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